Abstract. Random delays and dynamic frequency switching are widely adopted in smartcards and embedded systems as temporal hiding countermeasures to side channel attack.Temporal hiding is regarded as efficient to enhance the security of cryptographic devices. However, spectral analysis with Fast Fourier Transform is a powerful method to defeat temporal hiding countermeasures. Spectral analysis shares the same merit with integration different power attack. Multi-bit spectral analysis is enhanced with partitioning power analysis, which is much more effective than the correlation power analysis in the spectral domain. Multi-bit spectral analysis effectively defeats temporal hiding countermeasure with floatingmean dynamic frequency switching countermeasure. It is suggested cryptographic devices should employ other countermeasures together with hiding to ensure side channel security.
Introduction
Nowadays symmetric block ciphers are widely adopted in smartcards and embedded systems to provide security confidence to sensitive data. The implementation of the cryptographic algorithm may leak out side-channel information such as power consumption [1] , electromagnetic emanation [2] , etc. These leakage information can be utilized by side channel attack (SCA) to retrieve the key of cipher. Masking, power-balanced logic and Hiding are main countermeasures to SCA [3] . Hiding in the temporal dimension is regarded as an efficient countermeasure in practice, since it is easy to implement together with masking and power-balanced logic to reinforce the security of cryptographic devices.
Hiding is usually implemented by inserting random delays or dummy operations which are called random process interrupts (RPIs) [4] . The RPIs de-synchronize the traces of side-channel signals, therefore the leakage information is concealed by noises in the classic SCA. More traces are need to distill the signal out of noise. Random delays can also be inserted at gate-level [5] . Dynamic frequency switching (DFS) [6] is another effective approach of hiding in the temporal dimension. Re-synchronize the random clocks of DFS is very difficult in practice. More effective way to generate the random delays or frequency switchings is the floating-mean method [7] .
Several analysis methods were proposed to attack hiding in temporal dimension. Integration DPA (IDPA) [4] substantially reduces the number of traces with RPIs. Phase-Only Correlation (POC) technique [8] evaluates the displacements between traces, realigns traces or removes bad traces, and defeats countermeasure of random delays [9] .
Differential frequency analysis (DFA) [10] is a powerful method against hiding, since the amplitude of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is time-shift invariant. To retain leakage position information, differential spectrogram analysis (DSA) [11] uses spectrogram traces generated with short-time Fourier transform. DEMA with DFA technique against HF and UHF tag prototype [12] proved the effectiveness and advantage of DFA over filtering and integration techniques [4] at the presence of noise and hiding both in amplitude and timing dimensions.
In this paper, we propose a significantly more efficient multi-bit spectral analysis method to attack hiding in the temporal dimension. The method avoid large random correlation noise and have much better performance. The method is also capable to attack DFS.
First, We introduce the basic concepts about spectral analysis and generalize the methodology. Analysis of its efficiency on hiding is presented. Then we compare different multi-bit spectral analysis methods both analytically and empirically. Finally, multi-bit spectral analysis method is carried out on two different DFS strategies and the results conform to the analysis.
Spectral Analysis Methods

Differential Power Spectral Analysis
Consider a cryptographic device that carries out encryption with secret key k. Let d = {d 1 , . . . , d N d } be the intermediate data related to k which an adversary attacks, and N d be the number of data bits. The side-channel measurement such as power consumption or EM trace is w = {w 1 , . . . , w N w }, where N w is the total number of points. Multiple traces are W = {w 1 , . . . , w N W }, where N W is the number of traces. The leakage information in w usually resides within a particular time interval T l . Let l = {l 1 , . . . , l N l } be the leakage trace during T l , where N l the number of sample points of l and N l < N w . The portion other than l in w is regarded as non-leakage trace and random to the intermediate data, and is denoted as n = {n 1 , . . . , r N n }. Thus, the full trace can be written as
The original single bit DPA [1] computes difference of means (DOM) as
where N d i =1 is the number of traces with d i = 1, and N d i =0 the number of traces with d i = 0, both under a particular key hypothesisk. For the correct key, the correlation ε l during T l indicates the leakage correlation. Theoretically, ε l converges to the ideal DOM ε with N w , i.e. ε l → ε when N w → ∞. The correlations ε n at other places are random correlations which converge to zero, i.e. ε n → 0 when N w → ∞. So if we separate l and n in w, then
ε l of different keys are used for hypothesis test with the maximum likelihood method, i.e. the correct key hypothesis has the maximum ε l . Applying the principles of DPA to spectral signals in frequency domain leads to differential power spectral analysis (DPSA). Let the power spectral density
where N f is the number of points in FFT and also indicates corresponding sample frequency. DOM of DPSA at each frequency is computed as follow:
where ε' is the theoretical DOM of DPSA when N w → ∞. After computation of ε L , all frequency components of ε L are summed up (SumAll) as the overall evaluationê = f ε L , to test key hypotheses with maximum likelihood method.
Generic Spectral Analsyis
Generic spectral analysis method is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two additional steps (in white box) are inserted into the temporal analysis method procedure. The two steps, spectral signal generation and evaluation metrics, are symmetric operations. The former is analytical and the latter synthetical.
The spectral signal generation decomposes original temporal signal into linearly independent components at different frequencies. The evaluation metric accumulates leakage at all frequencies to get the overall evaluation for hypothesis test. There are various PSD estimation methods in digital singal processing. Periodgram is a simple yet effective method, which is employed in this paper.
The straightforward evaluation metric is summation of all frequencies (SumAll), i.e. the leakage at all frequencies are added up to get the overall evaluation. In [13] , the side-channel leakage information distributes along a very wide frequency rang from 10 MHz to 400 MHz almost uniformly. The evaluation metric employed in [10] [11] is summation of significance (SumSig), i.e. only correlations larger than a certain significant level are accumulated. This approach helps to diminish the influence of noise. There are also various forms of noise in SCA such as electronic noise, data dependent switching noise etc [3] . The random correlations of wrong key hypotheses are also considerated as noise while distinguishing keys. The standard deviation of evaluations of all keys is regarded as the threshold level to distinguish leakage correlation and random correlations, and is usually set as the significance threshold. Practical experience shows that the SumAll metric is of good balance between efficiency and robustness.
The sliding-window spectrogram analysis approach can be adopted [11] , when the leakage position is not known. A window is set to include a portion of the trace to generate PSD. The window slides along the trace with specified step length to generate the spectrogram with temporal information. Separated spectral analyses are performed on corresponding PSD signals from the same window. As a result, the position of window where the largest correlation rises indicates the leakage position.
Spectral Analysis on Hiding
Hiding in temporal dimension is of great practical importance. RPIs increase the amount of traces needed for DPA quadratically, yet integration DPA reduce the quadratical redundancy into linear [4] . In embedded software implementation, RPIs are inserted by integer values. Integration DPA on RPIs adds points of fixed cycle intervals in the traces, which is easy to carry out. However, on DFS [6] , this integration operation is not so easy to implement, since the cycles lengths are variant and the positions of leakage in different traces do not align with fixed clock edges.
Spectral analysis has inherent integration property thanks to time-shift invariance of FFT. This makes spectral analysis a natural method against hiding in temporal dimension. A typical DFS scenario is investigated as follow.
Suppose the trace w = {n l} = {n 1 , . . . , n i , l 1 , . . . , l N l , n i+1 , . . . , n N n } is randomly shifted with DFS. For spectral signal generation, only the portion of waveform falling in the leakage interval is of interest. Denote this portion of waveform as w I . For simplicity and without confusion, rewrite w as w I by discarding the portion of waveform out of I. Then w I = {n l; n ∈ I} = {n 1 , . . . , n i , l 1 , . . . , l N l , n i+1 , . . . , n N n }. Let F (·) denote the FFT operator.
Then the PSD of w I is
According to formula (1) and (2),
Thus
The formulas shows the integration process of spectral analysis method on the shifted leakage intervals. Although leakage positions in different traces are variant, they are all included in, thanks to the time-shift invariance of FFT. Besides, the linearity of FFT helps to eliminate noise and accumulate signal simultaneously.
In practical spectral analysis, the leakage interval is usually set as I S = [μ l − σ l , μ u + σ u ] to include most of the leakage information and avoid too much noise. If the σ l and σ u of the particular DFS are larger, more noise should be included in spectral signal generation, then the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) of the spectral analysis is less, and the DFS is more resistant to attack.
Consider two DFSs with same mean values u l and u u , but different standard deviations σ l , σ u and σ l , σ u respectively. The delay penalties are the same, but the resistances to spectral analysis are different. The leakage interval I s may contain only one cycle or multiple cycles: -One cycle. The lower and upper bounds of leakage intervals have identical statistics, σ l = σ u = σ and σ l = σ u = σ . To successfully retrieve the key with spectral analysis, the amount of traces needed for DFS with σ is σ /σ times as much as DFS with σ . -Multiple cycles. The lower and upper bounds of leakage intervals are independent. Each bound introduces noise independently. The noise level is proportional to the length of I. To successfully retrieve the key with spectral analysis, the amount of traces needed for DFS with σ l and σ u is (σ l + σ u + u u − u l )/(σ l + σ u + u u − u l ) times as much as DFS with σ l and σ u .
Enhance Multi-bit Spectral Analysis
Correlation Power Spectral Analysis
To improve DPA SNR, analysis methods make use of multi-bit leakage information. The most widely adopted multi-bit power analysis method is correlation power analysis (CPA) [14] . The Hamming distance model of CPA is written as
where h(·) is Hamming distance function, a is scalar gain, and b is the overall noise effect independent with h(d).
The Pearson correlation coefficient between the power consumption and Hamming distance is
CPA has its corresponding spectral form. Rewrite formula (3) in the frequency domain,
where B is the PSD of b and is also independent with h(d).
Pearson correlation coefficients are computed at all frequencies of L for correlation power spectral analysis (CPSA):
Afterward all frequency components of ρ L are summed up to get the overall evaluationê = f ρ L . Evaluationê is served for key hypothesis test. Simple CPSA without evaluation metric synthesis has already been employed in [12] [15] . Here in this paper, a CPSA is exemplified on the data set of DPA contest [16] . The Pearson correlation coefficients of all frequencies of the CPSA with 5000 traces are shown Fig. 2(a) , and the result along with number of traces are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The evaluation metric is SumAll. One major problem with CPSA is the random correlations at higher frequencies. After FFT, the signals at the same frequency are already linear correlated. The Pearson coefficients of CPSA give large values even there are only random correlations at higher frequencies. If these random correlations are summed up with the SumAll metric, it will reduce the efficiency of CPSA.
Partitioning Power Spectral Analysis
Random correlations at higher frequencies in CPSA mainly originate from the normalization of standard deviations in the denominator of formula (4). The partitioning power analysis (PPA) [17] [18] without standard deviation normalization, has the same even better efficiency compared with CPA.
PPA attacks on multi-bit intermediate data where N g is number of traces partitioned in group g and g a g = 0. For N p = 4,
The corresponding partitioning power spectral analysis (PPSA) computes correlations at different frequencies as
Then all frequency components of are summed up (SumAll) as the overall evaluationê = f ε P L for hypotheses test. A PPSA is performed on the same data set with the same order of traces as CPSA in Section 4. The correlations of PPSA with 5000 traces are shown in Fig. 2(b) , and the results with number of traces are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Compared to CPSA, there are no large random correlations at the higher frequencies. The characteristic frequencies where the correlation of correct key begins to sink into the random correlations of CPSA and PPSA are the same, which indicates that the leakage signals extracted by both methods are the same. The difference is about the noise. The results in Fig. 3 show that amount of traces needed to get the same SNR level with CPSA is nearly 10 times as much as PPSA.
Experimental Results
The original data set is from DPA contest [16] , which contains power consumption traces of an unprotected DES crypto-processor on a SoC in ASIC with static frequency. In general ASICs or micro-controllers, the power consumption leakage information all resides within a short time interval right after the clock edges. To generate traces with DFS, random delays of zero values are inserted into the original trace before the clock edges. DFS traces generated by this method share the same characteristic of randomly shifted leakage with actual DFS traces. The only difference is the actual DFS traces have very small power consumption for the random delays between shifted clock cycles, while the generated DFS traces have zero values. However, the signal, i.e. the leakage information residing right after the clock edges is the same.
Data sets for two kinds of random DFS are generated. The first DFS employs the most commonly used uniform distribution. The random delays follow independently uniform distribution with mean value μ 0 and standard deviation σ 0 . For one single trace with 32 frequency switchings, the overall delay is the accumulation of 32 independent uniform delays. So the standard deviation of the overall delay σ Σ is much less than σ 0 , which leads to efficiency degeneration. The second DFS employs more efficient floating mean method [7] with parameters a and b. The standard deviation of the overall delay with the floating mean method does not diminish with accumulation.
The parameters used for random delay generation in this paper is as follow. Clock cycle length of the original traces is T = 625. The statistics of one single random delay of the uniform DFS are mean value μ 0 = 625, and standard deviation σ 0 = 360. Parameters for floating mean DFS are a = 1250 and b = 250. The standard deviations of lower and upper bounds of leakage interval I for uniform DFS and floating mean DFS are shown in Table 1 . Floating mean DFS has larger standard deviations than the uniform DFS, thus is more resistant to spectral analysis. One trace from the original DPA contest data set and the DPA leakage positions are shown in Fig. 4(a) . The red curve is for DOM of correct key and blue for wrong keys. One trace with uniform DFS and one with floating mean DFS are shown in Fig. 4(b) . The red lines indicates the positions of lower and upper bounds of leakage interval I in spectral analysis on the DFSs. The range of leakage interval with floating mean DFS is much wider than uniform DFS.
The temporal analysis methods including CPA and PPA on the DFS traces all fail to retrieve the correct key with up to 81000 traces. PPSAs are performed on the original data with static frequency, generated data with uniform DFS and floating mean DFS. The PPSAs attack on the first S-Box of the 16th round in DES. The PPSAs process the data set with the same orders. Evaluation metric is SumAll. The results are shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) . According to the analysis in section 3, the ratio of amount of traces needed to retrieved the correct key for spectral analysis on two DFSs is (σ l + σ u + u u − u l )/(σ l + σ u + u u − u l ) = (7520+6653+16244−14353)/(1730+1838+16253−14376) = 2.95. While in Fig. 5 , the ratio is 48663/6138 = 7.92. The empirical value does ont fit the theoretical value very well, because more leakages are not included in the leakage interval I with the floating mean DFS than uniform DFS. Compared to results in [7] with DPA where the ratio is 45000/2500 = 18, the PPSA gives much better results.
Conclusions
We proposed the spectral analysis method with evaluation metric on hiding in temporal dimension such as RPIs and DFS. The spectral analysis has inherent integration property thanks to shift-invariance of FFT. We proposed PPSA method to enhance the multi-bit spectral analysis. PPSA does not generate large random correlations at higher frequencies, and is much more efficient than CPSA. Experimental results show PPSA break down DFS. Hiding as a countermeasure can increase the amount of traces needed for successful attacks, but it is not always safe and should be implemented together with other countermeasures such as masking to ensure security.
